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Weaving the future of
Atayal tribal culture
Wu A-jie: A top weaver from the Shuangqi aboriginal community
Words by Ye Jia-hui Translated by Angel Pu
Photography by You Jia-huan

Wu A-jie's fascinating journey from everyday
Atayal woman to outstanding weaving artist
started back in early 1981.
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1. Wu insists on using the traditional weaving techniques to demonstrate a love for her tribe.
2. The diamond-shaped patterns on the fabric stand for the "eyes of the ancestors' spirit".
3. Chan Chen Hsiu-luan, Wu A-jie's good friend, helps her with the warp.

u A-jie's nearly-white hair, pink knit blouse and

was unlocked, she slowly became the best weaver in

friendly smile help give her a glowing radiance

Shuangqi community.

and vitality. "Actually, I'm already 80 years old," she

According to Chen, weaving was traditionally a

says with a smile, with a distinctive lilt that gives away

basic skill that every Atatal woman had to learn. Only

her aboriginal roots.

after one had learned to weave could they receive

Becoming the top weaver in Heping district's
Shuangqi aboriginal community was the last thing she
expected many years ago.

Discovering a hidden talent at the age of 58

Heping's then-township office during the 1980s and
was responsible for promoting traditional crafts. Her
aim was to use these to promote the Atayal tribe's
precious weaving culture, enabling local indigenous
lives. To achieve this, she decided to look for some
appropriate candidates in what is present-day Heping
district. However, as most of the community's younger

family. Basically, an Atayal woman's weaving ability
affected her social status in the community and could
also be used to boost that status.
Wu said that from her earliest memories she was
very familiar with female family members concentration
on everything weaving-related. As an Atayal female,
she also started learning about weaving from elders
when she was very young. However, as the time went
by, this cultural tradition was affected by the booming
ready-made clothing industry, so that weaving was no
longer a basic skill for Atayal women. This was why
Chen decided to focus on weaving when she began
promoting traditional handicrafts, as it was her desire
that this once-important handicraft earn its place
back. With the support of the township office, she

people were working in the city, she could only select

ordered 50 traditional looms for her trainees and hired

middle-aged Atayal women and train them as the

professional weaving teachers, including Youma Dalu,

"seeded" teachers. Wu A-jie, 58 years at that time, was

owner of Yetong Workshop in Miaoli county's Xiangbi

one of the first trainees and as her gift for weaving

aboriginal community and an excellent weaver.
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residents to boost their incomes and improve their

opened the door to marriage and having one's own
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Chen Mei-ling, owner of the Yuanyiwu Housecraft
Classroom and "manager" of Wu A-jie, was working in

facial tattoos in an adulthood ceremony, which
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1. Weaving is undoubtedly work that requires patience, great care and strong eyesight.
2. Atayal woven fabrics can be made into all kinds of clothing and accessories together with other kinds of fabrics.
3. Red, ivory and brown are the most common and traditional colors.

Weaving without drafts shows Wu's talent
As Chen trained the students, she noticed Wu's

Traditionally, Atayal woven fabric was made

outstanding work, that she weaved really fast, and

of ramie fiber. After ramie shrubs were harvested,

that even the most complicated patterns posed no

the fiber had to be taken out and made into thread,

difficulty to her. Another indicator of Wu's special

before the women would bleach it, dye it and then

talent was her ability to weave without first drawing

spin it--steps that all had to proceed weaving.

a draft. Normally, Atayal women had to create such

Because of this complicated process, most people

drafts with patterns and color combinations, but Wu

replaced ramie with cotton yarn, linen or cotton/linen

needed only her excellent memory, experience and

blended yarn.

talent to create exquisite products.
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Only slow work yields fine products

When Wu was weaving, she usually cooperated

For those who don't know how to weave, this

with one of her best friends since childhood, Chan

may not sound like a big deal. However, those who do

Chen Hsiu-luan. One warped while the other weaved,

have weaving experience know that before work really

with smooth teamwork that made it seem like they

got started, Wu had to imagine what the patterns

had been doing it since the day they were born.

would look like in her mind, determine the proper warp

When warping, they had to use a "creel" framework-

and follow a variety of other related steps to complete

-a simple device with a rectangular, thick wooden

a beautiful woven cloth. In a modern fabric factory,

board at the bottom with 6-7 small holes for beams;

although these proceses are done by computer and

the more the beams, the longer the fabric. Long time

final production is quick, the results will never replace

ago, Atayal women would use Y-shaped sprigs as

the unique texture of man-made woven fabrics. Thus,

beams and one could witness their creativity through

it is clear that Atayal women are not only very good

this process. The plates for threads on the creel

at complicated weaving, but also have the patience,

were used different colors of thread, depended on

sense of beauty and talent to produce woven products

what color combinations the weaver decided to use.

of the finest quality.

The "heddle", or set of vertical cords, at the center

needed to be of equal length so the finished fabric
would be even and attractive.
Traditional Atayal looms were composed of many
parts, with one of the most important being the shuttle
box, made of tough woods like beech and Formosan
michelia. The shuttle box was not only an important
part, but couild also be used for storage when
weaving wasn't taking place.

Passing down skills and Atayal tribal pride
From the time she began weaving, Wu was
not only able to make a living for her family, but her
long-standing back and knee pain also showed
improvement. "When you're weaving, you have to
stretch your two feet, straighten your upper body
and lean forward in order to tighten up the woof, she
explained. "That was exactly the same rehabilitation

Demonstrating her skills, Wu takes out a cloth

movement for back pain and knee pain I saw when

she's working on and hangs it on the loom to continue

I was volunteering in the hospital." This probably

weaving. The production seems very complicated, but

explains her improved health after she began

it is obvious that Wu is very familiar with this work. "You

weaving.

have to be very concentrated when you're weaving,"
she says. "Or you might destroy the whole piece of
fabric, even if you mess up a single piece of yarn."
This is why she got into the habit of usually getting up

Since rediscovering her once-forgotten weaving
skills, Wu's admiration for the daily-living wisdom
passed down from her ancestors grew. However, she
was also worried about these traditional skills could

in the early morning, while others were still asleep, so

be conveyed to the next generation. Once, exclusive

that no one would disturb her weaving concentration.

patterns were stolen after they created designs for

Such dedication has meant that Wu can do most of

a fabric manufacturer, and there was nothing they

the most difficult weaving techniques and perfectly

could do. Thus, it is Wu's strong hope that a growing

combine them. She can also utilize basic skills

number of young people will learn to weave, pass

and some variations such as diamond, square and

down this unique element of indigenous culture, and

triangular patterns to create fabrics that exude both a

allow more people see and experience the pride of

traditional and modern image.

the Atayal tribe.
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The woof must be pulled and tightened so that the fabric is even and beautiful.
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